
Classroom Happenings
With just a few weeks of school left, the classrooms are busy with children working,

excitement for the warm weather and summer break ahead, lots of singing and
practicing  for our program, and of course...tons of fun!  

This space in the newsletter will now only mention what is NEW, HAS BEEN, or
WILL BE ADDED to each area this month and going forward. 

Practical Life: work in this area has become more challenging with added steps from start to finish. 
 Sometimes cleaning up after they finish a piece of work takes longer than the actual work itself. Smaller

tools and more difficult mediums are also being used. For example: Tiny tweezing with small beads, pouring
from heavier glass pitcher into 3 or more vessels, harder twisting using small locks and keys, small pipettes
to draw water up and then over into tiny bottles, sweeping crumbs, pouring salt, etc.  This area is NEVER

boring and provides so many opportunities for deep concentration and developing of a longer work cycle
in (especially) our youngest ones. 

Art: Water coloring and collage making has continued to be a favorite. Recently, the children have been
introduced to "color-by-number", butterfly making using liquid glue, small gems, and pipe cleaners

(threading and twisting to create antennas).  Tracing insects has also been a new hit! Art is also VERY
popular in our classrooms and the children love expressing their creativity here! 

Language/Penmanship: While most of the concepts remain the same in this area, insect and spring themes
are being used. The children love to work with butterfly matching, insect patterning cards, and much more!
Children who are working on reading, and who are ready, are busy using the moveable alphabet to spell

CVC words (consonant/vowel/consonant), reading sentences aloud with a teacher, and enjoying early
readers in quiet areas of the classroom. The work in this area is challenging and fun! In penmanship, the

children are still loving pin pushing, roll-a-dough, paperwork, and making sound booklets. 
Math: The children are continuing to work with core materials in this area from counting objects, using the

teen and teen boards, 50's and 100's board, bank work, and more! The bead stair is used frequently in Math
for counting but also for patterning--the children love the spring patterns that are currently out on the

shelves.
Geography: This area has been extremely popular lately! Learning about the solar system is always a
favorite and having the Kindergarteners present even more info on the planets has really taken the

children's interest and learning even further! Have your child sing the planet song...we sing it often and hear
it just about every day! ;) We are still enjoying the studies of Africa and Asia.  The CH Class is now diving
into Asia while the Church Class is enjoying Africa!  We are so grateful for all of your neat items, pictures,
books, and other things some of you have shared with us! We are still using them and will return them by

the end of the school year.
Science: We are studying birds (CH Class) and butterflies (Church Class). These creatures are fun to learn

about during this season with all the beauty we are seeing on the playground each day. We are also
wrapping up simple machines by learning about the pulley and putting our pulley to use on our playground. 
Sensorial: More and more extension work is happening in sensorial. Children are creative with the materials
and love the challenge that combining them offers. The Trinomial Cube and Cube of Colors have both been

favorites recently as well. 
NOTE: Children are working at their own pace and mastery in all areas of the Montessori Classroom.  The
wide variety and skill level provides what each child needs and the teachers observe, move them along,
and provide extension work when they are ready.  Some work mentioned might be something a first year

student is doing or might be work that just a Kindergartener is ready for. That's the beauty of the
Montessori Method and a multi-aged classroom.

“The more that you read, the more you learn, The more that you learn, the many places you will go.” 
-Dr. Seuss-

 

Gabriel Loukatos- May 3rd- 5 yrs. old
Eden Gray- May 24th- 4 yrs. old
Otis Barton- June 1st- 4 yrs. old

Kenzie Fairley- June 8th- 6 yrs. old
Coral Biber- June 18th- 4 yrs. old
Roman Fikes- June 24th- 5 yrs. old
Quinn Houck- July 9th- 5 yrs. old

Samson Smith- July 18th- 5 yrs. old
Lennox Milstead- July 22nd- 6 yrs. old

 
 
 

 

The CH Teachers and Students are so
excited to sing and recognize our K's

graduating on Wednesday, May 19th! We
have all been working so hard on songs we

know you will love! 
Some important reminders:

The CH Class will perform at 10am.
The Church Class will follow at

10:45am.
Programs will be in the sanctuary and
masks are required for guests.  1st and

2nd year families are allowed 2 guests per
child.

Follow us on Facebook

@ the children's house

montessori school of ocean

springs

Birthday
Spotlight

Congrats to our 12 Graduating
Kindergarteners 

Miles Barton
Kenzie Fairley

Lola Kate McClendon
Stella Reese McClendon

Afton Miller
Carrig Sempier 

Penelope Loukatos
Kate McDowell

Lennox Milstead
Magnolia Mittwede

Marin Orrison
Anna Zender

 

Graduation/End of
Year Program

Info: 

Tips for the Last Day of
School:

-Don't forget to take lots of pics! :)

-May 19th is a half day--your child

is done after their program

-Before leaving, walk through your

child's classroom and

collect/cleanout their cubby! 


